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As a third generation Portlander, I know this city inside and out.
I have favorite shops, restaurants, and destinations in all corners of the city. The history, the
culture, and the future of Portland are all exciting and interesting and I’ll jump at the chance
to share it with you.
When buying a house, you’ll depend on us to know the market, the neighborhoods, and the
extensive paperwork. You’ll likely rely on the sizable network of relationships our team has
built with contractors, inspectors, and other agents. It’s our job to guide you through the
home-buying process and give you as much information as you need to make informed decisions. We will also walk you through all of the paperwork and make sure you know what you
are signing and why it’s important.
Communication is a key ingredient in a real estate transaction. Our clients enjoy ongoing
communication with them throughout the entire process. If you email, text, or call, we will
answer. In addition to being readily available, we are firm believers in honesty. Knowing you
can rely on us to give you a straight answer takes the guess work out of our conversations. If
you like to work with a team of straight-shooting, detail-oriented, and, also important...fun
people, we will work well together!

Robin Nicholas
Buyers Agent
Broker, Licensed in Oregon
503.908.4911
robin@drewcoleman.com

Because it’s Your Home
drewcoleman.com

our

ROLE
We are your advocates and your advisors.
We manage the process from the initial search through the closing
of your new home.
We are committed to:
• Market Knowledge- current understanding of market conditions in each
neighborhood, comparing properties on the market and those recently sold, knowing
the history of a property, networking and maintaining relationships with other brokers,
and spotting potential red flags.
• Risk Management - writing a solid offer, remaining proactive throughout the process,
applying knowledge and experience, following professional standards, and continuing
real estate education.
• Negotiations - positioning the strengths of your offer, advocating for your best interests,
reviewing your options, maintaining rapport with the listing broker, and reaching
mutual agreement. We know all the tricks, how to see through the presented information,
and cinch a deal for YOU.
• Communication - delivering information promptly and efficiently, keeping you updated
throughout the process, managing the timeline.

We take pride in our collaborative relationships with our clients, as it’s truly a team effort to
purchase a home. We look forward to working together with you and making this a positive
and rewarding experience.

ROBIN
nicholas

the money

QUESTION
Costs to Expect:
• Earnest money - typically deposited within three business days of an accepted offer.
• Down payment - varies depending on your loan type.
• Home Inspections - general inspection, plus additional specialty inspections: Radon,
sewer scope, oil tank locate, etc.
• Closing costs
For a home loan, these might be:
- Origination fees
- Appraisal
- Title insurance
- Financing costs
- Pre-paid insurance and taxes
- Escrow fees
You will receive a written estimate of all the costs from your lender; this is called a “Good Faith
Estimate”. An experienced, trusted, and local lending professional is an advantage to you
in this process.
How We Get Paid
• Working in a 100% commission based business, we do not receive a salary or hourly pay. We
are only compensated once we have successfully helped you close on the purchase
of your home.
• People are often surprised to learn that the seller typically pays our commission,
not the buyer.
• Our commission is a set amount determined by the seller and the listing agent in the Listing
Agreement. As the buyer’s agent, we do not have the authority to make changes to
that agreement.

finding your

HOME
Our initial meeting will allow us to create a list of needs, wants, and wishes. We will talk about
your lifestyle, what amenities are important, home size, location, and your past experiences
with buying a house.
I will set up a search that fits your needs, sending you listings that match. If you find listings
online, you should also send them to me. As I get to know you better and we have viewed some
properties, the search will be refined.
If you like, we can set you up through drewcoleman.com to receive instant email notifications
when new homes which fit your criteria become available or see a change in price.

Other Options:
• For Sale By Owner (make me move) - Most for sale by owner (FSBO) sellers understand that
buyers may seek professional representation to facilitate the transaction. If you see an FSBO
property, contact me and I will make arrangements with the seller to view the property.
• New Construction - Let the on site agent know that you are represented. The on site agent
represents the SELLER and has their best interests in mind. We represent YOU and have YOUR
best interests in mind. It’s vital that you tell the sales office that you are represented by The
Drew Coleman Team. Sometimes there’s a sign-in sheet, be sure to use it if so.
• Open Houses - If you happen by an open house, let the hosting agent know you are
represented by leaving the card I provide to you for this purpose. If you have any interest,
please contact me; after your viewing we will then schedule a time to walk through the home
together.

using

DREWCOLEMAN.COM
Homes in Portland can move fast, so our website is integrated with the most up-to-date
second-by-second data, and has access to the exact same data feed of homes used by big
companies like Redfin and Realtor.com. (And it’s even faster than Zillow!)
That means we can keep you up to date on everything in your desired neighborhood, price
range, or whatever else you might need in real time, the second it hits the market.
Seconds that matter in this market.
Visit

DREWCOLEMAN.COM/ALERTS
to sign up.

how

SHOWINGS
work

As we identify properties that you wish to view, I will coordinate the showing appointments.
Sellers often have highly specific showing instructions. I’ll take those into consideration for you,
and work anything I think will interest you into a schedule that works for all parties.

For example:
• Vacant: Easy to show.
• Call First: I leave a message with the seller and we are free to view.
• Specific Hours: Seller only allows showing during specific days and times.
• Appointment Only: I will confirm a specific date and time with the seller.
• 24-hour Notice: The seller requires a minimum of 24-hour notice to view the property.
• Agent Accompanied: The listing agent must be present.
When we are viewing properties, I will have the following information about them: historical
records, previous sales. and any price adjustments. I may have access to other documents as
well (Floor plan, seller’s disclosures, permit history, etc.).

the

Making An Offer

OFFER

Once you have identified the property you would like to purchase. We will prepare the
purchase agreement. We will review the specific terms and conditions to include in the offer.
Some items to consider when making your offer:
• Condition of the property
• Buyer activity

• Time on the market
• Seller’s motivation

Closing and possession dates are negotiable as well. In the state of Oregon, closing is defined
as the date the transfer of ownership is recorded and funds are dispersed to the seller.
Possession of the property may occur on the closing date or another date mutually agreed
upon by you and the seller. We will advise you so you feel you are making an informed offer.

Negotiation

Negotiation is a necessary skill to align the expectation of the buyer and the seller. As your
representative we will address five points of negotiation:
1. Price
2. Terms
3. Dates

4. Inclusions/Exclusions
5. Contingencies

We will present your offer as directed by the seller. The offer may be presented in person or
delivered to the listing broker with a comprehensive cover letter introducing you and your
qualification to purchase. A good cover letter can often make a difference in a multiple offer
situation. The seller will choose one of three options:
1. Accept
2. Counter your offer with changes
3. Reject
Our role: Represent your interests exclusively.
Our goal: Reach agreement, get your offer accepted, and give you the keys to your new home!

PAPERWORK
digital transaction rooms

In order to ensure all transactions are smooth and successful for our clients, we use the
latest industry standard when handling your transactional documents: Docusign and
Docusign Transaction Rooms (DTR). We have the ability to easily create, sign, store, and
share secure digital documents related to your transaction. This efficient system in turn
saves you time and makes for a smooth and organized real estate transaction.

How it works:
• You will receive an email invitation to join the transaction “room” created specifically
for you.
• Upon acceptance, you’ll be able to review documents, sign, and have ongoing
access to all documentation.
• The signed document will automatically be sent back to us and a copy to you, once
all signatures are completed.

Docusign Transaction Rooms

Docusign Transaction Rooms (DTR) is how we will securely store and manage your
transactional documents. This easy-to-use, cloud-based sharing platform is designed to
help you stay involved and informed throughout your transaction. You will receive an
invitation from us to create a free account, giving you access to your documents online or on
your mobile device using the Docusign TR Mobile App.
If you don’t want to download the app, we’d recommend bookmarking the link we send.

the

INSPECTION
process

• Hiring professional inspectors to give you an assessment of the property helps you
decide if you want to proceed with the purchase. A general inspection is always
recommended, along with various other specialty inspections. We can provide you with a
list of inspectors we work with on a regular basis.
• At the beginning of the inspection period we will work together to set up the schedule
of needed inspections. I will attend all inspections and we encourage you to attend as well.
• Along with a verbal assessment of the property, the inspector will provide a
comprehensive written report. This report will outline suggested maintenance and
repairs needed on the property. If needed, we will obtain estimates from licensed
professionals for work recommended by the inspector.
• Together we will review the inspections and estimates to determine your options. These
options may include: asking the seller to hire a contractor to complete the repairs based
on the estimates, asking the seller to credit you for the work needed, purchasing the
property “as is”, or terminating the contract.
• The inspection period is a time for gathering information to make decisions.

ESCROW
& title

In Oregon, title companies are used to facilitate the closing of the transaction. A title
company is a neutral third party who relies upon written instructions approved by buyers
and sellers. This process is referred to as “escrow”.

What happens in escrow:
• Earnest money deposited.
• Title history researched.
• Title insurance issued.
• Loan documents and funds received.
• Signatures notarized.
• Liens paid and funds disbursed.
• Deed recorded.
The title company is where you will sign all of your loan documents and deposit your funds
before the transaction is funded and the deed is recorded. On the possession date we will
then deliver your keys to you.

the

TEAM

Drew Coleman

Principal Broker

Licensed in Oregon

Our fearless leader; a problem solving, dot-connecting, negotiating
extraordinaire.

Alisha Epling

Transaction Coordinator

Licensed in Oregon

The team darling; she’ll take you from
an accepted offer to a successfully
closed sale and probably become
your friend for life in the process.

Robin Nicholas

Plus the rest of the gang!

Buyer’s Agent

Licensed in Oregon

The hustler; knows her price-points
like the back of her hand. A third
generation P-Town native.

Jillian Merritt
Buyer’s Agent

Licensed in Oregon

The organization master; knows every
restaurant, school district, and local scene.
Your tour guide to all things Portland.

Allison Buchman
Listing Coordinator
Licensed in Oregon

Marisa Coleman
Marketing & Events

Evan Melgren

Creative Coordinator
FAA Certified Drone Pilot

Doug Coleman

3D Imaging
Licensed in Oregon

TESTIMONIALS
“Robin was the perfect person to be helping us find our new home in Portland. Ours was a
long-distance move from the Boston area, so we really needed a Realtor who was very
familiar with Portland, who was willing to be available to answer our questions and calm our
worries about uprooting ourselves, and who was able to walk us through the purchase of
our new house long-distance! Robin immediately knew the kind of house we were looking
for, and her ability to zero in on the ‘right’ neighborhoods and houses for us made our
trips to Portland more efficient and easier. Working with Robin was a fun experience for
both of us, as her friendliness and her generous personality put us at ease immediately. She
was always spot on with suggestions and advice as we went through the negotiation
process in the purchase of the house we eventually bought, and her encouragement was
always much appreciated. We would definitely recommend Robin’s expertise to anyone
looking to buy or sell a home in greater Portland!” - Nira
“Robin is an expert negotiator with good knowledge of the Portland real estate market. In
a market that is difficult for buyers she was able to help me find a home at a fair price. I
would recommend her to anyone looking to buy property in Portland (or the surrounding
areas) and would happily work with her again.” - Laura
‘We loved working with Robin! She was extremely flexible with her time - meeting us any
time that was convenient for us, at the drop of a hat. She did an excellent job finding houses that fit our criteria. She immediately picked up on things we liked & didn’t, to show us
the best fits. We felt she was completely honest and trustworthy, and we also felt like she
really knew the market. She was also very responsive. We had no problem finding our dream
home and negotiating a good deal, with Robin’s help. We highly recommend working with
Robin!” - Katie & Marty
“As a first time home-buyer I loved working with Robin! Her humbling personality made me
feel as though I was house shopping with a friend. She is someone I can relate to and trust
and she made it easy. To my surprise, buying a new home was not stressful! She explained
all of the paperwork to me and kept me informed every step of the way. Plus, she found me
the cutest home that matches my style perfectly from wall to wall. I look forward to working
with her in the future.” - Emi

TESTIMONIALS
“We wanted to say thank you and tell you how much we appreciate everything you did to
help us through the sale of our first home. We felt at ease during every part of the
transaction and confident you were guiding us to make the right decisions every step of the
way. Your communication and follow-through were impeccable. In fact, the experience at
each phase of the sale was superior, and each task was accomplished with competence,
humility, integrity and grace. You are a true professional and we are happy to recommend
your services to everyone we know. You have found clients for life in us!” -Katie and Todd
“My experience with Robin was incredible! I tried a few different Realtors before meeting
Robin and my biggest frustration was the lack of communication they had. Robin listened
to what I needed in a home to fit my lifestyle and most importantly my two large dogs. We
looked diligently for a few months, and during that time Robin was amazing. She genuinely cared that I found MY perfect home--a place I felt safe and comfortable in. Being a first
time home buyer, I had several questions and concerns along the way and Robin was so
knowledgeable and patient with me. I always felt confident that she would guide me in
the right direction. I am so happy and grateful that Robin found my home. I couldn’t have
asked for a better experience or a better Realtor. There is no doubt that I will use Robin as
my Realtor in the future.” - Veronique
“Robin is fantastic. As a first time home buyer with virtually no understanding of real estate, she guided me through every step of way. She answered every question I had, and
put it in terms I could understand. She was available to show me the houses I wanted to
see very quickly, which I learned is important! She found me the house I ended up buying,
which I would have never found on my own due the search requirements I had set up. She
knew what I was looking for, even when I didn’t! She even came to my work several times to
get papers signed quickly. Robin is a kind and knowledgeable agent who I whole heartedly
recommend! “ -Erica
“Robin was such a pleasure to work with. Her knowledge and expertise were very apparent
as we started our house search. She was always willing to drop everything to meet us for a
house viewing or just answer questions over the phone. Robin always kept us up to speed
on new listings, status of our short sale offer, and any information pertinent to our home
search. We have been in our new home for 4 months now and we absolutely love it! Thanks
Robin for helping us find a place to call home. We couldn’t be happier!” -Brandon &
Garret

